
Coalesce to Showcase Data Transformation
Solution as Platinum Plus Sponsor at
Worldwide Data Vault Consortium (WWDVC)

Coalesce Will be a Platinum Plus Sponsor at WWDVC

2023

Industry Veterans Will Demonstrate How

to Automate Building Data Vault 2.0 on

Snowflake in a Hands-On Lab Session

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, March 23, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- SAN FRANCISCO

– MARCH 21, 2023 –  Coalesce, the data

transformation company, today

announced that it will participate at the

9th Annual World Wide Data Vault

Consortium (WWDVC) as a Platinum

Plus sponsor. For the second year in a

row, Coalesce will present its data

transformation solution and connect

with WWDVC colleagues and

attendees. With deep roots in the Data

Vault community and support for its methodologies, Coalesce simplifies the transformation,

governance, and documentation of data by bringing a unique product architecture and flexibility

to the data landscape. 

Held at the Stoweflake Resort in Stowe, Vermont, from April 30 to May 5, 2023, and hosted by

Data Vault Alliance, WWDVC is the premiere Data Vault conference for Analytics and Data

Engineering professionals to learn about Data Vault 2.0, network, and get hands-on training from

leading technology vendors. 

“We are thrilled to be part of the discussion at this year's Worldwide Data Vault Consortium and

excited to share our latest innovations that support and advance the work of the Data Vault

community,” said Armon Petrossian, CEO and Co-founder of Coalesce.

In addition to the sponsorship at WWDVC, Coalesce has partnered with Scalefree, a leading

provider of Data Vault 2.0 solutions and trainings, to develop a DataVault4Coalesce package that

integrates Data Vault best practices into the Coalesce experience. This solution includes data

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://wwdvc.com


Meet Coalesce and Other Sponsors at WWDVC 2023

loading patterns and data vault-related

features, which are all embedded and

automatically available in Coalesce.

At WWDVC, Coalesce will host Coalesce

Hands-On Lab #3 on Wednesday, May

3, 2023, at 11 a.m. PT/2 p.m. ET. At the

lab, attendees will learn how to

navigate Coalesce, build and use a

Data Vault 2.0, manage changes across

data projects, and more. Attendees will

also explore automating Snowflake-

specific features like streams, tasks,

and dynamic tables in Coalesce.

To read more about the conference or

register for the event, please refer to

the event webpage:

https://wwdvc.com/. Sign up today and

get 15% off registration with code

COContest2023: https://wwdvc.com/. 

To learn more about Coalesce, please visit: https://coalesce.io/. 

About Coalesce

Founded in 2020, Coalesce is the only data transformation tool built for scale. As the first data

transformation platform to combine the speed of an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI), the

flexibility of code, and the efficiency of automation, Coalesce empowers its customers with

increased data team productivity and insights. Based in San Francisco, Calif., Coalesce is backed

by Emergence Capital, 11.2 Capital, GreatPoint Ventures, and Industry Ventures and supports

customers worldwide. Learn more at https://coalesce.io/. 

Stephanie Schlegel

Offleash for Coalesce

Coalesce@OffleashPR.com
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